The angular deviation of the phase front of a wave propagated across a fres h water shoreline has been m eas ured over the frequ ency range from 3 to 20 Mc. Th e dev iation is found to be roughly half t hat which theoretically would be obtained jf the same sit cs we re adjacent t o infinitely conducting s urfaces.
I. Introduction
Some recent measurements of coastal deviation at low frequency (If) have been reported by Pressey, Ashwell, and Fowler [1 , 2] 2. Their resulLs indicate the practical difficulty of interpreting measured phase front deviations. Irregular coastline and nonhomogeneous soil co nstants create wave interference eHects which ten d to mask the deviation due to th e boundary.
This paper presents meas urements made at high fr equency (hf) (3 to 20 Mc) where the site area which affects t he results can be mu ch smaller than in the If case. Observations ,vere made over a number of paths at each site, thus reducing to some exte nt the site error.
Finally, a comparison is drawn between the experimental and the theoretical deviations which would be expected under certain ideal conditions.
Observations
Two sites were chosen, each with a reasonably straight shoreline along a river but with quit,e different soil constants. . Measured values are given in table 1 for both sites and for the river water. 
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The wave tilt measurements at site 2 are of doubtful accmacy because t he path of propagation was within a half wavelength of the water at the low frequencies where a value could be obtained. However , it is likely that both conductivity and relative permittivity will be higher than that obtained in samples because of water in fissures in the rock. 
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A coaxial-spaced loop direction finder was used to measme th e deviations of the phase front of the horizontal magnetic Held. The transmitter in all cases was situated over the water. In order to eliminate systematic instr umental elTor, the difference between a radio bearing and the visual bearing was observed fiTst on a path normal to the shoreline and then on a path. usually at 60° to the normal. Observations were made at I-Mc inter vals in Lhe 3-Lo 20-Mc band.
At site] readin gs were taken from eight positions, aU approximately 40 ill from the shoreline. The mean of the deviations is plotted in fLg ure 1 (a). The rms flu ctuation of individual deviations about the mean is about 43 min, indicating the effects of site error on the result.
At site 2, five sets of readings were obtained ITom positions 30 m from the shoreline and two sets at 10 m . The mean deviations are plotted in figure 2(a) and (f). The site error contribution appeared to be about the same as at site l. Observed deviation at 10·m distance. 
. Theory
the boundary is small. Using parametric curves, Wait [7] has derived an expression allowing for finite conductivity on both sides of the boundary and for unrestricted distances. Senior [8] has investigated the deviation when one medium is infinitely conducting and the other a lossless dielectric. 'iiVhereas the first two cases apply chiefly to the low frequencies for groundwave propagation, the last one is applicable on higher frequencies. All the solutions require the distance from the boundary to be sufficiently large that only the radiation field is effective. Table 2 shows the expressions developed in the above papers, together with the limits imposed on each.
Apart from the dimensions defined in figme 3, where distances are in meters, the symbols used are defined as follows: j = frequency, cps, 
If(
~----.. Senior's eq (26 ) refers to the vertical electric field rather Lhan to the horizon tal magnetiefield deviations wltich are measW"ed in the experiment.
For pw-poses of comparison, calculations of deviation for the three expressions Itave been carried out assumin g the ,,-ater path to b e a perfect conductor in each case. Actually Lhe water b ehaves as a dielectric m ed ium above 2.2 Me b eca use of its low condu etivity. The deviation , according to Furutsu, is plotted for both sites in figuTes l(b) and 2 (b ) for 3 :\1c only, for at higher frequencies the numerical path P2 is no longer small. In th e sam e figw-es the curves (c) and (d) ar e for W·ait's and Senior 's expressions, respectively, ·usi ng th e indi cated values of conductivity and permittiv ity. e w-ve (e) in figure  2 is for the measured sample value of relative permitt ivity .
. Discussion of Results
At site 1 ther e is sufficiently high conductivity that the propagation constant does not become dependent on permittivity until the frequency is above 20 Mc. Therefore, the observed deviations should approach Lhose given by IVait, except near the low end of the band wher e the water propagation constant is changing rapidly to that of a lossy medium having the same conductivity as the site. This may b e the reason for the observed reduction of deviation at 3 Mc.
A t site 2 propagation over the whole fr equen cy range is affected chiefly by its permittivity. Therefore, one would expect deviations approaching those given by Senior. The observed deviations have a similar trend above 6 M c but are considerably smaller than expected for the ideal case. The differ ence may b e p artly because the measw-ements refer to the horizontal magnetic fi eld while the theoretical curve refers to the vertical electric field , and partly be-59 cause the water permittivi ty is finite. The drop of deviation below 6 Mc may again b e attributed to the change of propagation ovel" the water at low freq uencies .
The sam e general trend is also apparent in figure 2 (f) and the deviations are somewhat larger. The distance from the shoreline in this case is, of course, too small to permit comparison wiLh any of tbe theoretical express ions.
. Conclusions
In the sltmg of direction findin g stations and similar navigational a ids n car bodies of waLer, deviations of the wave front may ill troduce error in observations. All three theoretieal ex press ions show that the angular deviation of the wave is approximately proportional to tan 8 and inversely proportional to 1'2. Therefore, at large value of 8, where th e error may be considered significant, it is approximately illversely proportional to 1'2 cos 8, the normal distance of Lhe receiver from the boundary . By extrapolation from Lite observed resul t one migh t exp ect deviation errors on a high conductivity site adjacent Lo fresh water to be less than >~ deg if the distance from the shoreline wer e at least 80 m . Similarly on a site of very low conductivity, where the observed errors ilad a definite frequency dependence, the req u ired dis tance for tltc same error limi t is abou t 4 ,vavclell gt hs. By comparison , ites beside th e sea would, according to the theory, have to b e about twice as far from the shoreline.
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